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Introduction
The equivariant Tamagawa number conjecture (ETNC) can be seen as a vast gen-
eralization of the analytic class number formula for number fields or of the Birch-
Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture (BSD) to all motives. In fact, the BSD conjecture was
one of the guiding principles in the original formulation of the Tamagawa number
conjecture by Bloch and Kato in [BK].
In this sense, it might be a useful approach for a general introduction to the
ETNC to treat the BSD conjecture as a special example. It is very instructive (and
a kind of small wonder) to see how all the different factors occurring in the BSD
conjecture have a cohomological interpretation.
To treat just the equivalence of ETNC with the BSD conjecture, one could con-
fine oneself with a very modest formulation of the ETNC, in fact, as no coefficients
are needed, one could do with just formulating the TNC. The idea of the current
lecture at the PCMI 2009 Graduate Summer School was, however, also to show how
the ETNC unifies different conjectures about special values of L-functions, most
notably the Stark conjecture and its equivariant refinements.
To achieve this impossible goal, of being very concrete and extremely general
at the same time, the author of the current lectures had to compromise. Instead of
dealing with arbitrary non-commutative coefficients with the effect of explaining a
lot of technicalities, we work here with commutative coefficients and the theory of
determinants in the sense of Knudsen and Mumford (which is already intimidating
enough for beginners).
As a consequence our approach does not add very much to the existing lit-
erature, especially to the excellent paper [Fo], except that we work with (Chow)
motives instead of ”motivic structures”. We feel that, even if most of the ETNC
has to do with the realizations of a motive, it is important not to forget that the
source of all regulator maps is of a purely algebraic origin.
On the positive side we treat the case of the motive h1(E)(1) associated to an
elliptic curve E/Q with all details, only assuming elementary facts as explained in
Silverman’s basic book [Si]. In fact to be more selfcontained, in Lecture 3, Section
5 we review the facts from the reduction theory, which we need.
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4 GUIDO KINGS, AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ETNC
It was surprising for the author of these lectures that, although well-known to
the experts, the equivalence of the ETNC and the BSD conjecture seems to be not
well-documented in the literature. A notable exception is [Ve], which treats the
general case of abelian varieties, but omits many details and does not treat p = 2.
We therefore hope that these notes are of some values also for the expert in this
field.
For a complete account of the conjecture it is indispensable to consult [BF],
although in the case of commutative coefficients very good introductions are [Fo] or
[Ka]. The later one especially explains the connection with Iwasawa theory, which
is necessary for proofs of the ETNC, but unfortunately could not be treated here
do to lack of space and time.
Finally, it is a great pleasure to thank all the participants of the PCMI 2009
Graduate Summer School for their interest, their questions and their comments.
LECTURE 1
Motives, cohomology and determinants
In the first lecture we introduce some background about motives, their realiza-
tions and motivic cohomology. We introduce the L-function of a motive and finally,
we give a short review of the theory of determinants for commutative rings.
1. Motives
We consider here only a very elementary theory of motives. The whole ETNC can
(and should) be set up for much more advanced theories of (mixed) motives. We
follow here the exposition in [Ja] §4, where homological motives are considered. A
very good introduction is [Sc1], but there cohomological motives are used. The
reader only interested in the case of elliptic curves, should just take notice of the
existence of h1(E) in Example 1 and proceed to its realizations in Example 4.
Let VQ be the category of smooth and projective schemes over Q. If X,Y ∈ VQ
and Y =
∐
Yi with Yi connected, let for r ∈ Z
Ar(X × Y ) :=
⊕
i
CHdimYi+r(X ×Q Yi)Q,
the Chow group of Q-linear codimension dimYi + r cycles. Define a composition
◦ : Ar(X1 ×X2)×As(X2 ×X3)→ Ar+s(X1 ×X3)
by f × g 7→ g ◦ f := pr13∗(pr∗12(f) · pr∗23(g)), where · is the intersection product and
prij is the projection onto the i, j component. Note that A0(X ×X) is a ring with
the diagonal ∆ as unit element.
Definition 1. The category of Chow motives MQ over Q has objects
M = (X, q, r),
where X ∈ VQ, q ◦ q = q an idempotent in A0(X × X) and r ∈ Z. Here the
morphisms are
HomMQ(M,N) := q
′ ◦Ar−r′(X ×X ′) ◦ q,
where N = (X ′, q′, r′).
We use the following notation (here ∆ denotes the diagonal):
h(X) := (X,∆, 0), the motive of X
Q(n) := (SpecQ,∆, n), the Tate motive
M(n) := (X, p, r + n), the n-fold Tate twist.
The functor VQ → MQ, which sends X to h(X) and f : X → Y to its graph
Γf ⊂ X ×Q Y is covariant (this means that our motives are homological, other
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conventions are possible). In particular, for a morphism f : X → Y one gets maps
Γf : h(X)→ h(Y )
Γtf : h(Y )→ h(X)(dimX − dimY ).
Definition 2. For M = (X, p, r) and N = (X ′, q′, r′) ∈MQ let
M ⊗Q N := (X ×Q X ′, q ×Q q′, r + r′) the product
M∨ := (X, qt, dimX − r) the dual ,
where qt is the image of q under the map, which interchanges the two factors in
X ×Q X. If r = r′, we define the direct sum by
M ⊕N := (X
∐
X ′, q ⊕ q′, r).
For arbitrary direct sums we refer to [Sc1] 1.14 but remember that there co-
homological motives are used.
Remark 1. The product M ⊗Q N of motives is not the good one as it is not
compatible with the product of the realizations of M and N . The problem is that
the cup-product in cohomology is graded commutative, whereas the above product
is commutative.
Definition 3. Let A/Q be a Q-algebra, thenM has coefficients in A, if EndMQ(M)
admits a ring homomorphism
φ : Aopp → EndMQ(M).
This strange looking definition is necessary, if one wants that A (and not Aopp)
acts on the realizations of M . This is a consequence of using homological motives.
How this action comes up naturally, see Example 2 below. Note that the dual
motive M∨ has coefficients in Aopp, where a ∈ A acts via φ(a)t.
Example 1. Consider an elliptic curve E/Q with unit section e : SpecQ→ E and
the idempotents q0 := E × e and q2 := e× E and let q1 := ∆− q0 − q2. Then
h(E) = h0(E)⊕ h1(E)⊕ h2(E),
where hi(E) := (E, qi, 0). One has h2(E) ∼= Q(−1) and
(h1(E)(1))∨(1) = h1(E)(1).
It is shown in [Sc1] Proposition 4.5. that the natural map
EndQ(E)⊗Z Q→ EndMQ(h1(E)),
which sends φ 7→ Γφ is an isomorphism.
Example 2. Let K/Q be a Galois extension with G := Gal(K/Q) and X :=
SpecK. Then G acts from the right on X and one gets a ring homomorphism
Q[G]opp → End(h(SpecK)) = A0(X ×X),
where Q[G] is the group ring of G with coefficients in Q. It is not too difficult to
see that this is in fact a ring-isomorphism. One has
h(SpecK)∨ = h(SpecK).
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Remark 2. If K is any field, one has also the notion of motives over K, replacing
VQ by VK If K/Q is a finite field extension, one has two functors
ResK/Q :MK →MQ resp. ×QK :MQ →MK ,
which are called restriction and extension of scalars, respectively. Here ResK/QM =
(X, q, r) now considered over Q and M ×Q K = (X ×Q K, q ×Q K, r). The ETNC
can be formulated for motives over number fields K/Q but it is compatible with
restriction of scalars as defined in Remark 2, so that it is enough to consider motives
in MQ.
Example 3. With the notion of restriction and extension of scalars, the above
Example 2 can be generalized to arbitrary motives M ∈ MQ in the following way.
Let K/Q be as above a Galois extension with G := Gal(K/Q) and consider
M [G] := ResK/Q(M ×Q K) ∼= ResK/Q(M ⊗ h(SpecK)).
It is straightforward to check that M [G] has coefficients in Q[G]. Example 2 is the
special case M = Q(0).
2. Realizations
Let M = (X, q, r) ∈ MQ and fix i ∈ Z≥0. We are going to define the i-th realiza-
tions of M but we suppress i from the notations.
We first need to define an action of correspondences q ∈ AdimX(X ×X) on a
(twisted) cohomology theory.
Definition 4. Let H · be a (twisted) cohomology theory for VQ, which admits
cycle classes and has a product ∪ compatible with cycle classes. Let X ∈ VQ and
q ∈ AdimX(X ×X), then define
q∗ : H ·(X, ∗)→ H ·(X, ∗)
by q∗(ξ) := pr2,∗(cl(q) ∪ pr∗1ξ), where cl(q) ∈ H2 dimX(X ×X, dimX) is the cycle
class of q.
The general rule for the i-th realization ofM in the twisted cohomology theory
H · is
Hi(M, j) := q∗Hi(X, j + r)
the image under q∗ of Hi(X, j + r). We now make the realizations needed to
formulate the ETNC explicit.
Definition 5. The (i-th)Betti realization of M is
MB := q∗Hising(X(C),Q(r)),
with its (pure) Q-Hodge structure of weight w = i− 2r and F∞ ∈ Gal(C/R)-action
induced from the one on X(C) and on Q(r) := (2pii)rQ ⊂ C.
We denote by
M+B =M
F∞=1
B
the subspace, which is fixed by F∞.
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Definition 6. The (i-th) de Rham realization of M is
MdR := q∗HidR(X/Q) = q∗Hi(Ω·X/Q)
together with the shifted Hodge filtration, i.e.,
FilnMdR := q∗Filn+rHidR(X/Q) = q∗Im(Hi(Ω
≥n+r
X/Q )→ Hi(Ω¦X/Q)).
The tangent space of M is by definition
t(M) :=MdR/Fil0MdR.
Fix an algebraic closure Q of Q and let GQ := Gal(Q/Q) be the absolute Galois
group of Q.
Definition 7. Let p be a prime number. The (i-th) p-adic realization of M is
Mp := q∗Hie´t(X ×Q Q,Qp(r))
with its continuous GQ-action. Here Qp(r) is the one dimensional Qp vector space
on which GQ acts via the r-th power of the cyclotomic character.
Note that if M has coefficients in A, the realizations MB ,MdR,Mp and t(M)
are A-modules.
Remark 3. For the dual motiveM∨ we use the following convention. If we consider
the i-th realization of M , then we consider the (2 dimX − i)-th realization of M∨.
Note that if M has coefficients in A, then M∨ has coefficients in Aopp.
The following example is crucial for this lecture:
Example 4. We will use the following notations throughout these lectures. Let
E/Q be an elliptic curve and fix E(C) ∼= C/Γ. Denote by
TpE := lim←−
n
E[pn](Q) resp. VpE := TE ⊗Zp Qp
its Tate-module and its Tate-module tensor Qp. Consider M = h1(E)(1) and i = 1
(all other realizations are trivial). Indeed, the reader should check that q∗1 is zero
on Hi? for i 6= 1 and the identity on H1? for ? = B, dR, p. We identify
MB = H1(E(C),Q(1)) = Hom(Γ,Z(1))⊗Z Q ∼= Γ⊗Z Q
via the intersection pairing Γ × Γ → Z(1). Note that the connected component
E(R)0 of the Lie group E(R) defines a generator
clE(R)0 ∈ H1(E(C),Z)+ ∼= Γ+.
The de Rham realization has a filtration
0→ H0(E,Ω1E/Q)→ H1dR(E/Q)→ H1(E,OE)→ 0,
with Fil1H1dR(E/Q) = H0(E,Ω1E/Q) = Fil
0MdR. We identify
t(M) = H1(E,OE) ∼= LieE.
For later use, we fix a basis ω ∈ H0(E,Ω1E/Q) and the dual ω∨ in LieE as follows:
Suppose that E/Q is written in global minimal Weierstraß equation
E : y2 + a1xy + a3y = x3 + a2x2 + a4x+ a6,
then we let
ω :=
dx
2y + a1x+ a3
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and let ω∨ ∈ LieE be its dual. The p-adic realization of M we identify
Mp = Hom(VpE,Qp) ∼= VpE
via the Weil pairing VpE × VpE → Qp(1). Note that TpE ⊂ VpE is a GQ-stable
Zp-lattice and that one has a natural isomorphism of Zp-modules Γ⊗Z Zp ∼= TpE.
Example 5. Let K/Q be a finite field extension and consider M = h(SpecK).
Then the realizations of M(n) are
M(n)B =
⊕
τ :K→C
Q(n) M(n)dR = K M(n)p =
⊕
τ :K→Q
Qp(n).
Here the Hodge filtration onM(n)dR is FiliM(n) =M(n) for i ≤ −n and FiliM(n) =
0 for i > −n.
The period map for M generalizes the periods for Riemann surfaces. The
embedding of C into the de Rham complex Ω· and a GAGA result give a comparison
isomorphism HiB(X(C),Q(j)) ⊗Q C ∼= HidR(X/Q) ⊗Q C. In particular, there is a
comparison isomorphismMB⊗QC ∼=MdR⊗QC between the Betti and the de Rham
realization, which is equivariant for the action of F∞ ⊗ c on the left and 1 ⊗ c on
the right. Here c denotes complex conjugation. This gives
(MB ⊗Q C)F∞⊗c=1 ∼=MdR ⊗Q R.
Definition 8. The period map is the composition of the inclusion of M+B,R into
(MB ⊗Q C)F∞⊗c=1 and the projection MdR ⊗Q R→ t(M)⊗Q R:
αM :M+B,R → t(M)R.
Here we have written MdR,R :=MdR ⊗Q R etc.
Example 6. Let M = h1(E)(1) and clE(R)0 ∈ M+B , ω∨ ∈ LieE be the elements
fixed in Example 4. Then the period Ω∞ of E is the real number defined by
αM (clE(R)0) = Ω∞ω∨.
One has Ω∞ =
∫
E(R)0 ω.
Remark 4. The period map αM behaves well under duality. One has a perfect
pairing
cokerαM × kerαM∨(1) → R,
which induces isomorphisms
(cokerαM )∨ ∼= kerαM∨(1) and (kerαM )∨ ∼= cokerαM∨(1).
3. Motivic cohomology
Let M = (X, q, r) ∈MQ and fix i ∈ Z≥0.
Definition 9. Suppose thatX has a proper, flat, regular model X/Z (i.e. X×ZQ =
X). Then the (unramified) motivic cohomology Himot(Z,M) is defined as
H0mot(Z,M) :=
{
0 if i 6= 2r
q∗CHr(X)Q/CHr(X)0Q if i = 2r.
H1mot(Z,M) :=
{
q∗Im(K2r−i−1(X )(r)Q → K2r−i−1(X)(r)Q ) if i 6= 2r − 1
q∗CHr(X)0Q if i = 2r − 1.
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Here CHr(X)0Q ⊂ CHr(X)Q are the cycles homologically equivalent to zero. and
K2r−i−1(X)
(r)
Q is the r-th Adams eigenspace of the algebraic K-theory of X.
This is independent of the choice of X (see [Sch] page 13). Note that for weight
w = i− 2r > −1 one has
H1mot(Z,M) = 0.
Remark 5. If one does not want to assume the existence of a proper, flat, regular
model one can use also use a definition given by Scholl [Sc2], which uses alterations.
Conjecture 1 (Finite dimension). Suppose that M has coefficients in A. Then the
groups Himot(Z,M) for i = 0, 1 are A-modules of finite rank.
Example 7. Let E/Q be an elliptic curve, M = h1(E)(1) and i = 1, then Conjec-
ture 1 is true. More precisely,
H0mot(Z,M) = 0
H1mot(Z,M) = CH1(E)0Q ∼= Pic0(E/Q)Q ∼= E(Q)Q.
Another case where Conjecture 1 is known are the motives of number fields.
Example 8. Let K/Q be a finite field extension with ring of integers OK . Then
SpecOK is a proper, flat, regular model of SpecK and for M = h(SpecK) (only
i = 0 is interesting) one gets
H0mot(Z,M) = Q H0(Z,M(n)) = 0 for n 6= 0
and
H1mot(Z,M(1)) = O×K ⊗Z Q.
By a result of Borel [Bo] one knows moreover:
dimQH1mot(Z,M(n)) =
{
r2 n even n ≥ 1
r1 + r2 n odd n ≥ 1,
where r1 and r2 are the number of real (resp. complex) embeddings of K.
4. L-functions
Starting from this section, we let M = (X, q, r) ∈ MQ be a motive over Q with
coefficients in a finite dimensional, semi-simple and commutative algebra A/Q and
we fix i ∈ Z≥0. Note that A is a product of fields.
We need Fontaine’s Dcris(Mp) := (Bcris ⊗Qp Mp)GQp , which is a finite dimen-
sional Qp-vector space with a Frobenius endomorphism φ.
Definition 10. For each finite place v of Q let
Lv(Mp, T ) :=
{
detAQp (1− Frob−1v T,M Ivp ) if v 6= p
detAQp (1− φT,Dcris(Mp)) if v = p.
be the local Euler factor at v. This is a polynomial in AQp [T ]. Here Iv is the inertia
group and Frobv is the Frobenius endomorphism.
Conjecture 2 (Independence of p). The polynomial Lv(Mp, T ) lies in A[T ] and is
independent of p.
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Definition 11. The L-function of M is the formal Euler product for s ∈ C
L(M, s) :=
∏
v
Lv(Mp, v−s)−1.
If we assume Conjecture 2, then L(M, s) actually converges for Res À 0 (by
the Weil conjectures) and defines an element in A⊗Q C. Conjecture 2 also implies
that for real s
L(M, s) ∈ A⊗Q R
(see [BF] Lemma 8). Note that
L(M(n), s) = L(M, s+ n).
We are interested in a conjecture concerning the special value of L(M, s) at s = 0.
For this we need:
Conjecture 3 (Meromorphic continuation). Assuming Conjecture 2, the function
s 7→ L(M, s) has a meromorphic continuation to s = 0.
Conjecturally, the order of vanishing of L(M, s) at s = 0 should be determined
by the rank of the motivic cohomology. More precisely:
Conjecture 4 (Order of vanishing). Assume Conjecture 1 and Conjecture 3, then
rM := ords=0L(M, s) = rkAH1mot(Z,M∨(1))− rkAH0mot(Z,M∨(1))
(equality of locally constant functions on SpecA).
The ETNC addresses the leading coefficient of the Laurent series of L(M, s) at
s = 0:
Definition 12. Assume Conjectures 2 and 3. Let rM := ords=0L(M, s) and define
the leading coefficient at s = 0 by
L(M, 0)∗ := lim
s→0
s−rML(M, s) ∈ (A⊗Q R)×.
Example 9. Let E/Q be an elliptic curve and consider M = h1(E)(1) and i = 1.
We know from Example 4 that Mp ∼= VpE and it is shown in Lecture 3, Section 5
in Lemma 5 that VpEIv = VpE˜nsv for v 6= p. Here E˜nsv are the non-singular points
in the reduction at v of a global minimal Weierstraß equation of E. Let
S := {v | Iv acts non-trivially on VpE}
the set of places of Q, where VpE is ramified (equals the set of places of bad
reduction by the criterion of Neron-Ogg-Shafarevich). The computations in [Si]
V§2 imply that for v 6= p and v /∈ S
Lv(Mp, T ) = 1− tr(Frobv)v−1T + v−1T 2.
It also follows from loc. cit. that tr(Frobv) = v + 1 − #E˜nsv (Fv). For v 6= p and
v ∈ S we have to distinguish additive and multiplicative reduction. In the case
of additive reduction Ensv (Fv) = Fv (see [Si] VII Proposition 5.1. (c)) and hence
VpE
Iv = 0, which gives Lv(Mp, T ) = 1. In the multiplicative case we have by
loc. cit. Ensv (Fv) = F
∗
v and VpEIv is a one-dimensional Qp vector space. As Frobv
needs to have integral eigenvalues, we see that Frobv acts by +1 or −1 in this
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case. This gives Lv(Mp, T ) = 1 ± T . In the case where Frobv acts by −1 one has
Ensv (Fv2) = F∗v2 and one sees #E
ns
v (Fv) = v + 1. Thus we have in all cases
Lv(Mp, 1) =
#E˜nsv (Fv)
v
and the L-function of M agrees up to a shift with the usual L-function of E, i.e.,
L(M, s) = L(E, s+ 1).
By the work of Wiles et al. it is known that E is modular. In particular, the L-
function has a meromorphic continuation to C and Conjecture 3 holds. Conjecture
2 is known for v 6= p by the remarks above (essentially the Weil conjectures) and
for v = p by the work of Saito [Sa], who again proves this result for the L-function
of a modular form.
5. Determinants
We review the theory of determinants for commutative rings following [KM], for
which we refer for more details and proofs.
For any ring A let Pfg(A) be the category of finitely generated, projective A-
modules.
Definition 13. Let A be a commutative ring. The category of isomorphisms of
graded invertible A-modules L isA has objects pairs (L, r), where L is an invertible
A-module and r : SpecA→ Z is a locally constant function. The morphisms are
MorPA((L, r), (M, s)) :=
{
Isom(L,M) if r = s
∅ if r 6= s.
The (tensor) product is defined by
(L, r) · (M, s) := (L⊗A M, r + s)
with commutativity constraint
ψ(L,r),(M,s) : (L, r) · (M, s) ∼= (M, s) · (L, r)
defined by ψ(L,r),(M,s)(l⊗m) := (−1)r(p)s(p)m⊗ l, if l ∈ Lp, m ∈Mp, where p ⊂ A
is a prime ideal.
Note that we follow the convention in [BF] in the commutativity constraint.
The unit object for the product is (A, 0). For each (L, r) let L−1 := HomA(L,A),
then (L, r)−1 := (L−1,−r) is an inverse of (L, r) and one has an isomorphism
ev : (L, r) · (L−1,−r) ∼= (A, 0),
induced by the usual evaluation morphism ev : L ⊗A HomA(L,A) → A. There
exists also a base change functor for ring homomorphisms.
Definition 14. Let f : A→ B be a ring homomorphism, then the functor
⊗AB : L isA → L isB
is defined by (L, r)⊗A B := (L⊗A B, r ◦ f∗) on objects and in the obvious way on
morphisms. Here f∗ : SpecB → SpecA is the induced map.
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For each P ∈ Pfg(A) define
DetA(P ) := (
rkA(P )∧
A
P, rkA(P )),
where rkA : Pfg(A)→ Z is the A-rank of P and
∧rkA(P )
A P the exterior power over
A. Note that DetA(0) = (A, 0) is the unit object and that one has for a short exact
sequence 0→ P ′ → P → P ′′ → 0 of objects in Pfg(A) an isomorphism
DetA(P ′) ·DetA(P ′′) ∼= DetA(P ).
It is important to note that the base change functor ⊗AB commutes with determi-
nants, i.e.,
DetA(C ·)⊗A B ∼= DetB(C · ⊗A B).
For a bounded complex C · of modules in Pfg(A), define DetA(C ·) ∈ L isA by
DetA(C ·) :=
∏
i∈Z
DetA(Ci)−1.
This construction extends to a functor DetA from the category of bounded com-
plexes C · of modules in Pfg(A) with quasi-isomorphisms as morphisms to the cate-
gory L isA. In particular, one has for acyclic complexes C · a canonical isomorphism
DetA(C ·) ∼= DetA(0).
In fact one can define determinants for more general complexes. Denote by PerfA
the category of complexes of A-modules, which are quasi-isomorphic to a bounded
complex of modules in Pfg(A).
Definition 15. For each complex C · ∈ PerfA fix a quasi-isomorphism C˜ · → C ·,
where C˜ · is a bounded complex of modules in Pfg(A). Then we define
DetA(C ·) := DetA(C˜ ·).
If C · ∈ PerfA has the property that Hj(C ·) ∈ Pfg(A) for all j ∈ Z, one has
DetA(C ·) ∼=
∏
j
DetA(Hj(C ·))(−1)
j
.
Example 10. Let φ : P ∼= Q be an isomorphism of modules in L isA. Considered
as an acyclic complex (in degree 0, 1) one has a canonical isomorphism
ρ : DetA([P → Q]) = DetA(P ) ·DetA(Q)−1 ∼= DetA(0),
which is induced by the isomorphism DetA(φ) : DetA(P ) ∼= DetA(Q) and the
evaluation DetA(Q) · DetA(Q)−1 ∼= DetA(0). If it happens that P = Q, then the
evaluation gives directly ev : DetA([P → P ]) ∼= DetA(0), but this differs from the
above by det(φ), one has
ρ = det(φ)ev.
Example 11. Let A = Zp, then all modules in Pfg(Zp) are free. Let H be a finite
abelian group, which is a Zp-module. Then we claim that
DetZp(H) ⊂ DetQp(H ⊗Zp Qp) = DetQp(0)
is the Zp-sublattice (#H)−1Zp. To show this let
0→ P φ−→ Q→ H → 0
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be a resolution with P,Q ∈ Pfg(Zp). Choose bases p1, . . . , pr and q1, . . . , qr of P
and Q respectively, then DetZp(H) ⊂ DetQp(H ⊗Zp Qp) is generated by
(q1 ∧ . . . ∧ qr)(p1 ∧ . . . ∧ pr)−1 ∈ DetZp(Q) ·DetZp(P )−1 ∼= DetZp(H).
The identification
DetZp(0) = DetQp(H ⊗Zp Qp) ∼= DetQp(Q⊗Zp Qp) ·DetQp(P ⊗Zp Qp)−1
is as in Example 10 and maps (q1 ∧ . . . ∧ qr)(p1 ∧ . . . ∧ pr)−1 to det(φ)−1. It is
well-known and not difficult to show that det(φ) = #H, which proves the claim.
LECTURE 2
The equivariant Tamagawa number conjecture
In this lecture we formulate the Rationality Conjecture of Beilinson and Deligne
and the equivariant Tamagawa number conjecture of Bloch-Kato, Fontaine-Perrin-
Riou and Burns-Flach. As explained in the introduction, we restrict here to the
case of commutative coefficients. For the general case we refer to [BF] (and to
[HK1], [Ve] for a formulation with non-commutative determinants, more in the
spirit of this lecture).
We let M = (X, q, r) ∈ MQ with coefficients in a finite-dimensional, semi-
simple and commutative A/Q (i.e., A is a product of fields). Fix i ∈ Z≥0. We
will use systematically notations like VR := V ⊗Q R for Q-vector spaces V , if no
confusion is possible. Similarly, we use VQp := V ⊗Q Qp and VQp := V ⊗Zp Qp, if V
is a Zp-module.
1. Rationality conjecture
In this section we formulate the Rationality Conjecture of Beilinson and Deligne,
which states essentially that L(M, 0)∗ divided by a certain period is ”rational”.
Recall from Definition 8 the period map
αM :M+B,R → t(M)R.
The following conjecture formulates a very deep relation between the kernel and
the cokernel of the period map and the motivic cohomology.
Conjecture 5 (Fundamental exact sequence). There exists an exact sequence of
AR-modules (of finite rank)
0→H0mot(Z,M)R c−→ kerαM
r∨∞−−→ H1mot(Z,M∨(1))∨R →
<,>−−−→H1mot(Z,M)R r∞−−→ cokerαM c
∨
−→ H0mot(Z,M∨(1))∨R → 0,
where r∞ is the Beilinson-Deligne regulator, c is the Chern-class map and <,> the
height pairing, ( )∨ denotes the dual vector space.
Note that the conjecture implies also that the motivic cohomology groups have
finite dimension.
Remark 6. Assume that the weight w = i−2r ofM is not −1. Then by the remark
after Definition 9 either H1mot(Z,M) or H1mot(Z,M∨(1)) is zero. If furthermore,
w 6= 0, then the above conjecture says that there is either an isomorphism
kerαM
r∨∞−−→ H1mot(Z,M∨(1))∨R
or an isomorphism
H1mot(Z,M)R
r∞−−→ cokerαM .
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Example 12. Let M = h1(E)(1) and i = 1, then Conjecture 5 holds for M .
Indeed, αM is an isomorphism, so that kerαM = 0 = cokerαM . By definition
H0mot(Z,M) = 0 = H0mot(Z,M∨(1)). Finally, the Neron-Tate height h defines a
pairing < P,Q >:= 12 (h(P +Q)− h(P )− h(Q)), which induces an isomorphism
<,>: H1mot(Z,M∨(1))∨R = E(Q)∨R ∼= H1mot(Z,M)R = E(Q)R.
Example 13. Let K/Q be a number field, then it follows from the results by Borel
[Bo] (and the comparison of the Borel and Beilinson regulator by Beilinson) that
Conjecture 5 holds for h(SpecK)(n).
Definition 16. The fundamental line is defined by
∆(M) :=DetA(H0mot(Z,M)) ·Det−1A (H1mot(Z,M)) ·DetA(t(M))
Det−1A (H
0
mot(Z,M∨(1))∨) ·DetA(H1mot(Z,M∨(1))∨) ·Det−1A (M+B ).
Example 14. Let M = h1(E)(1) and i = 1, then with Examples 4 and 7 we get
∆(M) = DetQ(E(Q)Q)−1 ·DetQ(E(Q)∨Q) ·DetQ(LieE) ·DetQ(Γ+Q )−1.
Example 15. LetM = h(SpecK) andK/Q a Galois extension withG = Gal(K/Q)
abelian, then the fundamental line ∆(M(n)) is given by
DetQ[G](H0mot(Z,M(n)))DetQ[G](H1mot(Z,M∨(1− n))∨)Det−1Q[G](M(n)+B)
if n ≤ 0 and by
DetQ[G](H0mot(Z,M∨(1−n))∨)Det−1Q[G](H1mot(Z,M(n)))Det−1Q[G](M(n)+B)DetQ[G](M(n)dR)
if n ≥ 1.
Taking DetAR of the fundamental exact sequence in Conjecture 5 and of the
tautological exact sequence
0→ kerαM →M+B,R → t(M)R → cokerαM → 0
induces a canonical isomorphism
θ∞ : ∆(M)R ∼= DetAR(0).
The first part of the ETNC (the Rationality Conjecture, due to Deligne and Beilin-
son) can now be formulated.
Conjecture 6 (Rationality Conjecture). Assume Conjectures 2, 3 and 5. Let M
be as above with coefficients in A. Consider L(M, 0)∗ ∈ A×R , then there exist a zeta
element
ζA(M) ∈ ∆(M)
such that
θ∞(ζA(M)) = (L(M, 0)∗)−1 ∈ A×R .
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2. Local unramified cohomology
We review here the definition of local unramified cohomology, for more details one
should consult [Fo] and [BF]. In fact, to work properly with determinants one has
to use ”true triangles”, instead of just triangles in the derived category, so that for
precise definitions we refer to [BF] 3.2.
Fix for each place v of Q an algebraic closure Qv of Qv and and an embedding
Q ⊂ Qv. Denote by GQv := Gal(Qv/Qv) the absolute Galois group of Qv. For each
continuous GQv -module V we let
RΓ(Qv, V ) := C·(GQv , V )
the complex of continuous cochaines ofGQp with values in V . Recall thatDcris(Mp) :=
(Bcris⊗Qp Mp)GQp is equipped with a Frobenius morphism φ and that DdR(Mp) :=
(BdR ⊗Qp Mp)GQp has a filtration inherited from BdR.
Definition 17. The p-adic tangent space is
t(Mp) := DdR(Mp)/Fil0DdR(Mp).
Note that the comparison isomorphism (due to Faltings) betweenMp andMdR
over Qp induces an isomorphism
t(Mp) ∼= t(M)Qp .
Definition 18. The complex of local unramified cohomology is defined as
RΓf (Qv,Mp) :=

RΓ(R,Mp) if v =∞
(M Ivp
1−Frob−1v−−−−−−→M Ivp ) if v 6= p,∞
(Dcris(Mp)
(1−φ,pr)−−−−−→ Dcris(Mp)⊕ t(Mp)) if v = p.
Here Iv ⊂ GQv is the inertia subgroup and the complexes for v 6=∞ are placed in
degree 0, 1. We denote the cohomology of RΓf (Qv,Mp) by Hif (Qv,Mp).
The complex RΓf (Qv,Mp) is quasi-isomorphic to a sub-complex of RΓ(Qv,Mp)
(see [BF] 3.2) and one defines RΓ/f (Qv,Mp) to be the cokernel, so that one has
0→ RΓf (Qv,Mp)→ RΓ(Qv,Mp)→ RΓ/f (Qv,Mp)→ 0.
Definition 19. The Bloch-Kato exponential map
expBK : t(Mp)→ H1f (Qp,Mp)
is the composition of the inclusion t(Mp) → Dcris(Mp) ⊕ t(Mp), which maps t 7→
(0, t), and the surjection Dcris(Mp)⊕ t(Mp)→ H1f (Qp,Mp).
For computations it is decisive to have a version of unramified cohomology with
integral coefficients.
Definition 20. Let Tp ⊂Mp be a GQv -stable Zp-lattice and let u : H1(Qv, Tp)→
H1(Qv,Mp) be the natural map. Let
H0f (Qv, Tp) := H0(Qv, Tp)
H1f (Qv, Tp) := {ξ ∈ H1(Qv, Tp) | u(ξ) ∈ H1f (Qv,Mp)}
H2f (Qv, Tp) := 0.
For Hi/f let
Hi/f (Qv, Tp) := H
i(Qv, Tp)/Hif (Qv, Tp).
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Note that the torsion subgroups of H1f (Qv, Tp) and H1(Qv, Tp) coincide by def-
inition. If Tp is unramified at v, one can give a different description of H1f (Qv, Tp).
Lemma 1. Let Tp be unramified at v 6= p (i.e., the inertia Iv acts trivially on Tp).
Then
H1f (Qv, Tp) = ker
(
H1(Qv, Tp)→ H1(Iv, Tp)
)
.
Note that under the conditions of the lemma H1(Iv, Tp) = Homct(Iv, Tp) (con-
tinuous homomorphisms).
Proof. By definition of H1f (Qv,Mp) and because Mp is unramified, we have
H1f (Qv,Mp) = H1(GQv/Iv,Mp) = ker
(
H1(Qv,Mp)→ H1(Iv,Mp)
)
.
This implies that H1f (Qv, Tp) is the kernel of the composition
H1(Qv, Tp)→ H1(Qv,Mp)→ H1(Iv,Mp).
As the canonical map H1(Iv, Tp) = Homct(Iv, Tp)→ H1(Iv,Mp) = Homct(Iv,Mp)
is injective, the commutative diagram
H1(Qv, Tp)
²²
// H1(Iv, Tp)
²²
H1(Qv,Mp) // H1(Iv,Mp)
shows that H1f (Qv, Tp) is also the kernel of H1(Qv, Tp)→ H1(Iv, Tp). ¤
3. Global unramified cohomology
Fix a prime number p. Denote by S a finite set of places of Q, which contains p,∞
and the places v, for which Mp is ramified (i.e., where Iv acts non-trivially). Let
GS be the Galois group of the maximal extension of Q, which is unramified outside
of S. For any continuous GS-module V we let
RΓ(ZS , V ) := C·(GS , V )
be the complex of continuous cochaines of GS with values in V .
Definition 21. The complex of cohomology with compact support is
RΓc(ZS , V ) := Cone
(
RΓ(ZS , V )→
⊕
v∈S
RΓ(Qv, V )
)
[−1],
where V is any continuous GS-module. The complex of global unramified cohomol-
ogy of Mp is by definition
RΓf (Q,Mp) := Cone
(
RΓ(ZS ,Mp)→
⊕
v∈S
RΓ/f (Qv,Mp)
)
[−1].
The cohomology groups of RΓc(ZS , V ) and RΓf (Q,Mp) are denoted by Hic(ZS , V )
and Hif (Q,Mp) respectively.
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Putting the resulting exact triangles together, one obtains the important tri-
angle (which can be made a true triangle, see [BF] 3.2)
RΓc(ZS ,Mp)→ RΓf (Q,Mp)→
⊕
v∈S
RΓf (Qv,Mp).
The global unramified cohomology Hif (Q,Mp) is self-dual in the following sense:
Proposition 1 ([BF] Lemma 19). One has Hif (Q,Mp) = 0 for i 6= 0, 1, 2, 3 and
Hif (Q,Mp) ∼= H3−if (Q,M∨p (1))∨,
where (. . .)∨ denotes the Qp dual.
For later use, we introduce an integral structure on H1f (Q,Mp). Note that by
definition
H1f (Q,Mp) = {ξ ∈ H1(ZS ,Mp) | ξv ∈ H1f (Qv,Mp) for all v ∈ S},
where ξv is the image of ξ in H1(Qv,Mp).
Definition 22. Let Tp ⊂Mp be a GQ-stable Zp-lattice, then define
H1f (Q, Tp) := {ξ ∈ H1(ZS , Tp) | ξv ∈ H1f (Qv, Tp) for all v ∈ S}
= ker
(
H1(ZS , Tp)→
⊕
v∈S
H1/f (Qv, Tp)
)
,
where H1/f (Qv, Tp) is as in Definition 20.
For later use, we note:
Lemma 2. Let Tp ⊂Mp be a GQ-stable Zp-lattice, then
H1f (Q, Tp) = ker
(
H1(Q, Tp)→
∏
v
H1/f (Qv, Tp)
)
.
Proof. We claim that
H1(ZS , Tp) = ker
(
H1(Q, Tp)→
∏
v/∈S
H1/f (Qv, Tp)
)
.
Accepting the claim, the statement of the lemma follows immediately: each ξ ∈
H1(Q, Tp), which maps to zero in
∏
v/∈S H
1
/f (Qv, Tp) comes from an element in
H1(ZS , Tp). If it also maps to zero in
⊕
v∈S H
1
/f (Qv, Tp) it is in H
1
f (Q, Tp). To
prove the claim, let QS be the maximal extension of Q, which is unramified outside
of S and GQS := Gal(Q/QS). The inflation-restriction sequence gives
0→ H1(ZS , Tp)→ H1(Q, Tp)→ H1(QS , Tp).
The last group is Homct(GQS , Tp) because GQS acts trivially on Tp. As GQS is the
smallest closed normal subgroup of GQ, which contains Iv for all v /∈ S, we have an
injection
H1(QS , Tp) = Homct(GQS , Tp) ↪→
∏
v/∈S
Homct(Iv, Tp),
so that the sequence
(1) 0→ H1(ZS , Tp)→ H1(Q, Tp)→
∏
v/∈S
Homct(Iv, Tp)
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is still exact. By Lemma 1 we see that Homct(Iv, Tp) = H1/f (Qv, Tp), which implies
the claim. ¤
4. The equivariant Tamagawa number conjecture
The following conjecture relates the motivic cohomology to the global unramified
cohomology. It contains deep conjectures of Tate and Jannsen as special cases and
the finiteness of the p-torsion of the Tate-Shafarevich group.
Conjecture 7 (Regulators). The p-adic regulators
rp : H0mot(Z,M)Qp → H0f (Q,Mp)
rp : H1mot(Z,M)Qp → H1f (Q,Mp)
are isomorphisms for all p.
Example 16. Let E/Q be an elliptic curve and M = h1(E)(1), then Conjecture 7
for p is true if and only ifX(Q, E)[p∞] is a finite group. This follows from Theorem
2 below as the regulator E(Q)Qp = H1mot(Z,M)Qp → H1f (Q,Mp) is given by the
Kummer map and H0mot(Z,M) = 0 = H0f (Q,Mp).
Remark 7. Let K/Q be a number field K/Q and M = h(SpecK). One can show
that rp : Himot(Z,M(n))Qp → Hif (Q,M(n)p) for i = 0, 1 are isomorphisms for all
n.
We are going to define an isomorphism θp : ∆(M)Qp ∼= DetAQp (RΓc(ZS ,Mp)).
By definition of the complex RΓf (Qv,Mp) (see Definition 18) and cancellation of
determinants, we can identify
ιv : Det−1AQp (RΓf (Qv,Mp))
∼=

Det−1AQp (M
+
p ) if v =∞
DetAQp (0) if v 6= p,∞
DetAQp (t(M)Qp) if v = p.
The triangle for RΓc(ZS ,Mp) in (3) gives
DetAQp (RΓc(ZS ,Mp)) ∼= DetAQp (RΓf (Q,Mp)) ·
∏
v∈S
Det−1AQp (RΓf (Qv,Mp)).
Together with the isomorphism ιv in (4) one gets
DetAQp (RΓc(ZS ,Mp)) ∼= DetAQp (RΓf (Q,Mp)) ·Det−1AQp (M
+
p ) ·DetAQp (t(M)Qp).
With Conjecture 7 and Proposition 1 the right hand side is canonically isomorphic
to ∆(M)Qp .
Definition 23. For any p let
θp,S : ∆(M)Qp ∼= DetAQp (RΓc(ZS ,Mp))
be the isomorphism defined above.
The ETNC states roughly that the zeta element ζA(M) from Definition 6 gen-
erates an integral structure in DetAQp (RΓc(ZS ,Mp)). To formulate this, we need:
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Definition 24. Let A/Q be finite dimensional, commutative and semi-simple Q-
algebra. An order A in A is a sub-algebra, which is a finitely generated Z-module,
such that A ⊗Z Q = A. A projective A-structure in M , is a projective A-module
TB ⊂ MB such that for all p the image of Tp := TB ⊗Z Zp under the comparison
isomorphism
MB ⊗Q Qp ∼=Mp
is a Galois stable lattice in Mp.
Example 17. For an elliptic curve E/Q, the subgroupH1(E(C),Z(1)) ⊂ h(E)(1)B
is a projective Z-structure. For the motive h(SpecK)(n), whereK/Q is an (abelian)
Galois extension with G = Gal(K/Q), the Z[G]-module
⊕
τ :K→C Z ⊂ h(SpecK)B
is a projective Z[G]-structure for the order Z[G] ⊂ Q[G].
We can now formulate the equivariant Tamagawa number conjecture due to
Bloch-Kato, Fontaine-Perrin-Riou and Burns-Flach.
Conjecture 8 (Equivariant Tamagawa number conjecture (ETNC)). LetM ∈MQ
be a motive with coefficients in A and assume Conjectures 2, 3, 5, the Rationality
Conjecture 6 and Conjecture 7. Let TB be a projective A-structure in M and let
ζA(M) ∈ ∆(M) be the zeta element defined in Conjecture 6. Let S be a finite set
of places of Q, such that Mp is unramified outside of S and p,∞ ∈ S. Then the
AZp-submodule
θp,S(ζA(M))AZp ⊂ DetAQp (RΓc(ZS ,Mp))
coincides with DetAZp (RΓc(ZS , Tp)), where Tp := TB ⊗Z Zp.
Remark 8. The ETNC is independent of the choice of the projective A-structure
TB . Indeed, for a different A-structure T ′B we can consider pnTp ⊂ Tp ∩ T ′p and so
reduce to the case of Tp ⊂ T ′p. We get an exact triangle
RΓc(ZS , Tp)→ RΓc(ZS , T ′p)→ RΓc(ZS , T ′p/Tp),
where T ′p/Tp is finite. By Example 11 the isomorphisms ζAZp for RΓc(ZS , Tp) and
RΓc(ZS , T ′p) differ by
∏
i=0,1,2,3(#H
i
c(ZS , T ′p/Tp))(−1)
i
= 1, (see [Mi] I 2.8 and 5.1).
Remark 9. The ETNC is also independent of the choice of S in the sense that if
it holds for S, then it also holds for a different set of places S′. We may assume
S ⊂ S′. Then there is an exact triangle
RΓc(ZS , Tp)→ RΓc(ZS′ , Tp)→
⊕
v∈S′\S
RΓ(Fv, T Ivp ).
The complex RΓ(Fv, T Ivp ) can be represented by [T Ivp
1−Frob−1v−−−−−−→ T Ivp ], which is
mapped under ιv to AZp . This implies θp,S(ζA(M))AZp = θp,S′(ζA(M))AZp .
Remark 10. The independence of S and the compatibility of zeta elements in
towers of number fields also shows that the zeta elements give rise to Euler systems,
see [Ka] Remark 4.14 for more details.
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5. Unramified cohomology for elliptic curves
In this section we compute the local and global unramified cohomology for elliptic
curves.
Consider an elliptic curve E/Q and let TpE and VpE be as defined in Example
4. Fix a finite set of places S of Q, such that TpE is unramified outside of S and
p,∞ ∈ S.
The Kummer sequence induces for any place v of Q an exact sequence
0→ E(Qv)∧p → H1(Qv, TpE)→ TpH1(Qv, E)→ 0,
where E(Qv)∧p := lim←−nE(Qv)/p
nE(Qv) is the p-adic completion and Tp(. . .) :=
Hom(Qp/Zp, . . .). Note that Tp of a finite group is zero.
We need the following fact on the exponential map expBK : LieEQp → H1f (Qp, VpE)
and H0f (Qp, VpE).
Proposition 2 ([BK] Example 3.10.1 and 3.11). One has H0f (Qp, VpE) = 0 and
the diagram
E1(Qp)Qp
Kummer // H1(Qp, VpE)
Lie(E)Qp
expBK
∼=
//
exp ∼=
OO
H1f (Qp, VpE)
OO
where exp is the exponential of the formal group E1 commutes. In particular, the
Kummer map induces an isomorphism
E(Qp)∧pQp ∼= H1f (Qp, VpE).
Remark 11. The same result of Bloch and Kato also shows that for finite field
extension K/Qp and M = h(SpecK) the Kummer map induces an isomorphism
(O∗Kp)∧pQp ∼= H1f (Qp,M(1)p),
where we have written Kp := K ⊗Q Qp and OKp ∼=
∏
w|pOKw .
The next theorem gives the complete describtion of the local unramified coho-
mology of TpE.
Theorem 1. The Kummer sequence induces for all v
E(Qv)∧p ∼= H1f (Qv, TpE)
and TpH1(Qv, E) ∼= H1/f (Qv, TpE). For all v 6=∞ one has
H0f (Qv, TpE) = 0.
Remark 12. Continuing Remark 11 let Tp :=
⊕
τ :K→Q Zp be a Galois stable
Zp lattice in Mp. Then, one can show that the Kummer sequence induces an
isomorphism
(O∗Kp)∧p ∼= H1f (Qp, Tp(1))
(cf. [HK2] Lemma A.1).
We first prove a lemma.
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Lemma 3. For v 6= p,∞ the map 1− Frob−1v induces an isomorphism
VpE
Iv
1−Frob−1v−−−−−−→ VpEIv ,
so that
H0f (Qv, VpE) = H0(Qv, VpE) = 0
H1f (Qv, VpE) = 0.
For v = p we have
H0f (Qv, VpE) = 0.
Proof. As E˜nsv (Fv) is finite, this follows from Lecture 3, Section 5 Lemma 5
and Proposition 2. ¤
Proof of Theorem 1. By Lemma 3, we have H0f (Qv, TpE) = 0 for all v 6=
∞. We claim that for all places v 6=∞
E(Qv)∧pQp ∼= H1f (Qv, VpE).
For v = p this is contained in Proposition 2. For v 6= p,∞ both sides are zero:
indeed, the left hand side is zero by the structure of E(Qv) recalled in Theorem 6
because the p-adic completion of E1(Qv) is zero, so that E(Qv)∧p is a finite group.
The right hand side is zero by Lemma 3. Consider the commutative diagram:
0 // E(Qv)∧p //
²²
H1(Qv, TpE) //
²²
TpH
1(Qv, E) //Ä _
²
0
0 // E(Qv)∧p ⊗Zp Qp // H1(Qv, VpE) // TpH1(Qv, E)⊗Zp Qp // 0.
As TpH1(Qv, E) is torsion free, the right vertical arrow is injective. A diagram
chase shows that E(Qv)∧p is identified with the elements in H1(Qv, TpE), which
map to E(Qv)∧pQp ∼= H1f (Qv, VpE). This proves E(Qv)∧p ∼= H1f (Qv, TpE) for v 6=∞.
For v = ∞, the group H1(R, E) is 2-torsion, which implies that H1(R, E[2]) →
H1(R, E) is surjective. Hence, H1(R, E) is finite, so that TpH1(R, E) = 0. This
gives
E(R)∧p ∼= H1(R, TpE) = H1f (R, TpE).
The statement about TpH1(Qv, E) follows from the definition of H1/f ((Qv, TpE).
¤
To compute the global unramified cohomology H1f (Q, TpE), we recall the defi-
nition of the Shafarevich-Tate group.
Definition 25. Let E/Q be an elliptic curve, then
X(E/Q) := ker
(
H1(Q, E)→
∏
v
H1(Qv, E)
)
is called the Shafarevich-Tate group.
Theorem 2. The Kummer sequence identifies
E(Q)∧p ∼= H1f (Q, TpE)
inside H1(Q, TpE) if and only if X(Q, E)[p∞] is a finite group.
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Proof. Consider the commutative diagram
0 // E(Q)∧p //
²²
H1(Q, TpE) //
²²
TpH
1(Q, E) //
²²
0
0 //
∏
v E(Qv)∧p //
∏
vH
1(Qv, TpE) //
∏
v TpH
1(Qv, E) // 0.
Consider the kernel-cokernel sequence (cf. [Mi] I Proposition 0.24) of the compo-
sition
H1(Q, TpE)→ TpH1(Q, E)→
∏
v
H1(Qv, TpE).
As the functor Tp(. . .) = Hom(Qp/Zp, . . .) is left exact,H1/f (Qv, TpE) = TpH
1(Qv, E)
by Theorem 1 and using Lemma 2, this kernel-cokernel sequence gives an exact se-
quence
0→ E(Q)∧p → H1f (Q, TpE)→ TpX(Q, E)→ 0.
If X(Q, E)[p∞] is finite, we get that TpX(Q, E) = TpX(Q, E)[p∞] = 0. If
E(Q)∧p → H1f (Q, TpE) is an isomorphism we have TpX(Q, E)[p∞] = 0. But it
is well-known that X(Q, E)[pN ] is a finite group for every N (see [Mi] Remark
6.7), which implies that X(Q, E)[p∞] is an extension of a finite group by divisi-
ble groups of the form Qp/Zp. If TpX(Q, E)[p∞] = 0 then the divisible part of
X(Q, E)[p∞] must be zero. ¤
LECTURE 3
The relation to the Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer
conjecture
In this last lecture we show that the equivariant Tamagawa number conjecture
for the motive M = h1(E)(1) is equivalent to the Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer conjec-
ture. At the end we review some results on elliptic curves, which were needed for
the computation of the unramified cohomology.
1. The Tamagawa number and the Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture
Let E/Q be an elliptic curve and M = h1(E)(1) (as always i = 1). We denote by
r := rkZE(Q). Choose a basis x := (x1, . . . , xr) of the free part E(Q)free of E(Q)
and let <,> be the Neron-Tate height pairing as defined in Example 12.
Definition 26. The regulator of E is the real number
R(E/Q) := det(< xi, xj >)i,j=1,...,r.
Definition 27. Let
cv :=
{
#(E(Qp)/E0(Qp)) if v 6=∞
#(E(R)/E(R)0) if v =∞,
where E0(Qp) is the subgroup of E(Qp) defined in Theorem 6 and E(R)0 is the
connected component of E(R). Note that cv = 1 for almost all v.
Remark 13. One can show that for finite v one has cv = #(E(Fv)/E0(Fv)) where
E is the Neron model of E and E0 ⊂ E is the connected component of the identity.
Conjecture 9 (Birch-Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture (BSD)). Let E/Q be an elliptic
curve, r := rkZE(Q), then:
a) ords=1L(E, s) = r
b) If X(E/Q) is finite, then
L(E, 1)∗
Ω∞R(E/Q)
=
#X(E/Q)
(E(Q)tors)2
∏
v
cv,
where Ω∞ is the period of E from Example 6.
We can now formulate the main theorem of these lectures:
Theorem 3 (Main theorem). Let E/Q be an elliptic curve, M = h1(E)(1) and
A = Q.
(1) Conjectures 1, 2, 3 and 5 hold for M .
(2) Conjecture 4 on the order of vanishing of L(E, s) at s = 1 is equivalent
to part a) of the BSD conjecture.
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(3) If (2) holds, Conjecture 6 (Rationality Conjecture) is equivalent to
L(E, 1)∗
Ω∞R(E/Q)
∈ Q×.
(4) Conjecture 7 holds for p if and only if X(E/Q)[p∞] is finite.
(5) The ETNC (Conjecture 8) for M and all p is equivalent to part b) of the
BSD conjecture.
We prove here (1)-(4). Part (5) is proven in Section 4.
Proof of (1)-(4). The statement in (1) just repeats Examples 7, 9 and 12.
For (2) using Example 7, Conjecture 4 says for M = h1(E)(1) that
r = rkZE(Q) = ords=0L(M, s),
if we observe that L(M, s) = L(E, s+ 1). This proves (2).
We show (3). The fundamental line of M is
∆(M) = Det−1Q (E(Q)Q) ·DetQ(E(Q)Q)∨ ·Det−1Q M+B ·DetQ(LieE).
Let x∨ := (x∨1 , . . . , x
∨
r ) be the basis of (E(Q)free)∨ dual to x := (x1, . . . , xr) and
let clE(R)0 and ω∨ be the basis elements of M+B and LieE respectively, defined in
Example 4. We define β ∈ ∆(M) to be the element
β := (x1 ∧ . . . ∧ xr)−1(x∨1 ∧ . . . ∧ x∨r )(clE(R)0)−1(ω∨) ∈ ∆(M).
A possible zeta element ζQ(M) is necessarily a rational multiple of β, i.e., of the
form ζQ(M) = qβ, with q ∈ Q×, Conjecture 6 is now equivalent to the fact that
qθ∞(β) = (L(M, 0)∗)−1 ∈ R×.
By definition of θ∞ we get that
θ∞(β) = (Ω∞R(E/Q))−1 ∈ R×.
Thus
L(M, 0)∗
Ω∞R(E/Q)
= q−1 ∈ Q×.
Finally, (4) is the content of Example 16. ¤
2. The Selmer group and RΓc(ZS , TpE)
In this section, E/Q is an elliptic curve and TpE is the Tate-module of E. Fix a
prime number p. We denote by S the union of the finite set of places where E has
bad reduction and of p,∞.
Definition 28. Fix a prime number p. The Selmer group of E/Q is defined as
Selp∞(E/Q) := ker
(
H1(Q, E[p∞])→
∏
v
H1(Qv, E)[p∞])
)
.
Note that one has an exact sequence
0→ E(Q)⊗Z Qp/Zp → Selp∞(E/Q)→X(E/Q)[p∞]→ 0.
Definition 29. For any topologically abelian group H, we let
H∗ := Homct(H,Qp/Zp),
where Qp/Zp has the discrete topology.
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Now we can describe the determinant of the complex RΓc(ZS , TpE) more ex-
plicitly. First note that by (3) and Lemma 3, we can write
(2) DetQp(RΓc(ZS , VpE)) ∼=
DetQp(RΓf (Q, VpE)) ·DetQp(H1f (Qp, VpE)) ·Det−1QpVpE+.
Theorem 4. There is a canonical isomorphism
DetZp(RΓc(ZS , TpE)) ∼= Det−1Zp (H1f (Q, TpE)) ·DetZp(Selp∞(E/Q)∗)·
·Det−1Zp (H0(ZS , E[p∞])∗) ·
∏
v∈S
DetZp(E(Qv)∧p) ·Det−1Zp (TpE+),
which induces after Qp⊗Zp the isomorphism in (2).
Proof. The Poitou-Tate sequence (see [NSW] (8.6.10)) gives for each integer
n ≥ 1 a long exact sequence of finite groups (we omit some of the first terms)
H1(ZS , E[pn])→
⊕
v∈S
H1(Qv, E[pn])→ H1(ZS , E[pn])∗ →
→ H2(ZS , E[pn])→
⊕
v∈S
H2(Qv, E[pn])→ H0(ZS , E[pn])∗ → 0.
Here we have identified E[pn] ∼= Hom(E[pn], µpn) via the Weil pairing. As the
groups in this sequence are finite, taking lim←−n is exact. We get
H1(ZS , TpE)→
⊕
v∈S
H1(Qv, TpE)→ H1(ZS , E[p∞])∗ →
→ H2(ZS , TpE)→
⊕
v∈S
H2(Qv, TpE)→ H0(ZS , E[p∞])∗ → 0.
Taking the inverse limit of the Tate duality pairing in Theorem 7 one gets E(Qv)∧p ∼=
H1(Qv, E)[p∞]∗ and a commutative diagram
⊕
v∈S E(Qv)∧p
∼= //
²²
⊕
v∈S H
1(Qv, E)[p∞]∗
²²⊕
v∈S H
1(Qv, TpE) //
²²
H1(ZS , E[p∞])∗
²²⊕
v∈S TpH
1(Qv, E) //
²²
Selp∞(E/Q)∗
²²
0 0,
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where the right row is exact by Lemma 4 below. Thus, if we factor out the isomor-
phism E(Qv)∧p ∼= H1(Qv, E)[p∞]∗ we get a long exact sequence
0→H1f (Q, TpE)→ H1(ZS , TpE)→
⊕
v∈S
TpH
1(Qv, E)→
→Selp∞(E/Q)∗ → H2(ZS , TpE)→
⊕
v∈S
H2(Qv, TpE)→
→H0(ZS , E[p∞])∗ → 0.
(3)
Here by Definition 22 and Theorem 1, the kernel of the map from H1(ZS , TpE) to⊕
v∈S TpH
1(Qv, E) is H1f (Q, TpE). On the other hand we have by Definition 21 a
long exact sequence for RΓc(ZS , TpE) (note that H0c (ZS , TpE) = H0(ZS , TpE) = 0
and H0(Qv, TpE) = 0 for v finite)
0→ H0(R, TpE)→H1c (ZS , TpE)→ H1(ZS , TpE)→
⊕
v∈S
H1(Qv, TpE)→
→H2c (ZS , TpE)→ H2(ZS , TpE)→
⊕
v∈S
H2(Qv, TpE)→
→H3c (ZS , TpE)→ 0.
(4)
Taking DetZp of the exact sequences in Equations (3) and (4) gives the desired
result. ¤
Finally, we give prove that the Selmer group can be described also as a subgroup
of H1(ZS , E[p∞]) as was needed in the proof of Theorem 4
Lemma 4. The inclusion H1(ZS , E[p∞]) ⊂ H1(Q, E[p∞]) induces an isomorphism
Selp∞(E/Q) := ker
(
H1(ZS , E[p∞])→
⊕
v∈S
H1(Qv, E)[p∞])
)
.
Proof. We claim that
H1(ZS , E[p∞]) = ker
(
H1(Q, E[p∞])→
∏
v/∈S
H1(Qv, E)[p∞])
)
.
Accepting the claim, consider the kernel-cokernel sequence (cf. [Mi] Proposition
0.24) of the composition
H1(Q, E[p∞])→
∏
v
H1(Qv, E)[p∞])→
∏
v/∈S
H1(Qv, E)[p∞]),
which gives with the claim an exact sequence
0→ Selp∞(E/Q)→ H1(ZS , E[p∞])→
⊕
v∈S
H1(Qv, E)[p∞]).
This is the statement of the lemma. To prove the claim, note that by the same
argument as in the proof of 2 we have an exact sequence
0→ H1(ZS , E[p∞])→ H1(Q, E[p∞])→
∏
v/∈S
H1(Iv, E[p∞])
(recall that Iv acts trivially on E[p∞] as v /∈ S and that E has good reduction
outside of S). It follows from Theorem 6 that E(Qv)Iv = E(Qunrv ) is p-divisible, so
that H1(Iv, E[pN ]) → H1(Iv, E) is injective for every N (consider the long exact
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cohomology sequence of the Kummer sequence). We get a commutative diagram
with exact rows
H1(ZS , E[p∞]) //
²²
H1(Q, E[p∞]) //
²²
∏
v/∈S H
1(Iv, E[p∞])
²²∏
v/∈S H
1(Fv, EIv )[p∞] //
∏
v/∈S H
1(Qv, E)[p∞] //
∏
v/∈S H
1(Iv, E)[p∞].
As the right vertical arrow is injective, the claim follows if we can show that
H1(Fv, E(Qunrv ))[p∞] = 0. As E1(Qunrv ) is uniquely p-divisible by Theorem 6 the
long exact cohomology sequence of
0→ E1(Qunrv )→ E(Qunrv )→ E˜nsv (Fv)→ 0
shows that H1(Fv, E(Qunrv ))[p∞] ∼= H1(Fv, E˜nsv (Fv))[p∞]. Now we use the inter-
pretation of H1(Fv, E˜nsv (Fv)) by principal homogeneous spaces (see [Si] X §3). We
have to show that each principal homogeneous spaces C of E has an Fv-rational
point. This follows by Lang’s trick: let x ∈ C(Fv), then there exists p ∈ E(Fv) such
that p+x = Fx, where F is the Frobenius. As id−F is an isogeny of E, there exist
q ∈ E(Fv) with p = q − Fq. This implies q + x = Fq + Fx = F (q + x), where the
last equality holds because the action E × C → C is Frobenius equivariant. Thus,
q + x ∈ C(Fv). ¤
3. Local Tamagawa numbers
In this section we study how the integral structure E(Qv)∧p behaves under the
identification (4):
ιv : Det−1Qp (RΓf (Qv, VpE)) ∼=
{
DetQp(0) if v 6= p,∞
DetQp(LieE)Qp if v = p.
Recall that by Theorem 1
Det−1Zp (RΓf (Qv, TpE)) ∼= DetZp(E(Qv)∧p).
Theorem 5. With the above notations one has
ιv(DetZp(E(Qv)∧p)) =
{
c−1v Zp if v 6= p,∞
c−1p ω
∨Zp if v = p.
Proof. We treat first the case v 6= p. Recall from Lemma 5 in Section 5 the
exact sequence
0→ TpEIv 1−Frob
−1
v−−−−−−→ TpEIv → E˜nsv (Fv)⊗Z Zp → 0.
As E1(Qv)∧p = 0 for v 6= p, we have E0(Qv)∧p ∼= E˜nsv (Fv)⊗Z Zp. This gives
DetZp(E(Qv)∧p) ∼= Det−1Zp (TpEIv ) ·DetZp(TpEIv ) ·DetZp(E(Qv)∧p/E0(Qv)∧p).
As Qp ⊗Zp TpEIv = VpEIv it follows from the definition of ιv that
ιv(Det−1Zp (TpE
Iv ) ·DetZp(TpEIv )) = Zp.
The determinant computation for finite Zp-modules in Example 11 shows that
ιv(DetZp(E(Qv)∧p)) = c−1v Zp because
c−1v Zp = #(E(Qv)∧p/E0(Qv)∧p)−1Zp.
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This settles the case v 6= p. Consider v = p and recall the exponential map
expBK : LieEQp ∼= H1f (Qp, VpE) from Definition 19. We claim that for the induced
isomorphism
exp−1BK : DetQpH
1
f (Qp, VpE) ∼= DetQpLieEQp
we have
ιp = det(1− φ) exp−1BK,
where φ is the Frobenius on Dcris(VpE). Indeed, consider the complex
RΓf (Qp, VpE) = [Dcris(VpE)
(1−φ,pr)−−−−−→ Dcris(VpE)⊕ LieEQp ].
We get
DetQp(LieEQp) ·Det−1Qp [Dcris(VpE)
(1−φ)−−−−→ Dcris(VpE)] ∼= Det−1Qp (RΓf (Qp, VpE)).
The quasi-isomorphism expBK : LieEQp [−1] ∼= RΓf (Qp, VpE) is induced by the
embedding of the sub-complex [0 → LieEQp ]. The quotient is the acyclic complex
[Dcris(VpE)
(1−φ)−−−−→ Dcris(VpE)]. The isomorphism ιp is obtained by using
(5) triv : Det−1Qp [Dcris(VpE)
(1−φ)−−−−→ Dcris(VpE)] =
= Det−1Qp (Dcris(VpE)) ·DetQp(Dcris(VpE)) = DetQp(0)
and the isomorphism exp−1BK by using that
acyclic : Det−1Qp [Dcris(VpE)
(1−φ)−−−−→ Dcris(VpE)] ∼= DetQp(0)
is an acyclic complex. As triv ◦ acyclic−1 = det(1− φ) the claim follows.
Using Proposition 2 in Section 5, the map expBK is given by the exponential
map exp : LieEQp → E1(Qp) = Ê(pZp). Let q = p if p 6= 2 and q = 4 if p = 2. Then
by our choice of basis ω∨ ∈ LieE one gets an isomorphism exp : qω∨Zp ∼= Ê(qZp)
by Theorem 6. This gives
exp−1BK(DetZp(E(Qp)
∧p)) = #(E(Qp)∧p/Ê(qZp))−1qω∨Zp =
= #(E(Qp)∧p/E0(Qp)∧p)−1c−1p #E˜nsp (Fp)−1pω∨Zp.
Here the last equality holds, because Ê(qZp) = E1(Qp)∧p for p 6= 2 and has index 2
if p = 2. As Conjecture 2 holds in our case for all v, we have det(1−φ) = # eEnsp (Fp)p .
This gives
ιp(DetZp(E(Qp)∧p)) = c−1p ω∨Zp.
¤
4. Proof of the Main Theorem
Here we finish the proof of the Main Theorem 3.
Proof of (5) of Theorem 3. Recall from the proof of Theorem 3 (3) that
ζQ(M) = qβ, with
β := (x1 ∧ . . . ∧ xr)−1(x∨1 ∧ . . . ∧ x∨r )(clE(R)0)−1(ω∨) ∈ ∆(M)
and that
q−1 =
L(M, 0)∗
Ω∞R(E/Q)
.
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Let us identify the lattice
(6) DetZp(RΓc(ZS , TpE)) ∼= Det−1Zp (H1f (Q, TpE)) ·DetZp(Selp∞(E/Q)∗)·
·Det−1Zp (H0(ZS , E[p∞])∗) ·
∏
v∈S
DetZp(E(Qv)∧p) ·Det−1Zp (TpE+),
of DetQp(RΓc(ZS , VpE)). By Theorem 2 and because E(Q) is finitely generated,
we have H1f (Q, TpE) ∼= E(Q)∧p ∼= E(Q)⊗Z Zp. This gives
Det−1Zp (H
1
f (Q, TpE)) ∼= Det−1Zp (E(Q)free ⊗Z Zp) ·Det−1Zp (E(Q)[p∞])
and #E(Q)[p∞](x1 ∧ . . . ∧ xr)−1 is a generator of this lattice. Taking the dual of
the sequence in (2), one gets
0→X(E/Q)[p∞]∗ → Selp∞(E/Q)∗ → (E(Q)free)∨ ⊗Z Zp → 0.
This gives
DetZp(Selp∞(E/Q)∗) ∼= DetZp(X(E/Q)[p∞]∗) ·DetZp((E(Q)free)∨Zp)
and (#X(E/Q)[p∞])−1(x1∨∧ . . .∧x∨r ) generates this lattice. Putting these results
together and using that H0(ZS , E[p∞]) = E(Q)[p∞], we get
(7) DetZp(RΓc(ZS , TpE)) ∼=
(#E(Q)[p∞])2
#X(E/Q)[p∞]
(x1 ∧ . . . ∧ xr)−1(x∨1 ∧ . . . ∧ x∨r )(clE(R)0)−1
∏
v∈S
DetZp(E(Qv)∧p)
inside DetQp(RΓc(ZS , VpE)). With Theorem 5, we see that θp,S maps
∏
v∈S c
−1
v ω
∨Zp
to
∏
v∈S DetZp(E(Qv)∧p). Taking everything together, this implies that
(#E(Q)[p∞])2
#X(E/Q)[p∞]
∏
v∈S
c−1v θp,S(β)Zp = DetZp(RΓc(ZS , TpE)).
Thus, θp,S(ζQ(M))Zp = qθp,S(β)Zp equals DetZp(RΓc(ZS , TpE) if and only if
L(M, 0)∗
Ω∞R(E/Q)
= q−1 =
#X(E/Q)[p∞]
(#E(Q)[p∞])2
∏
v∈S
cv.
This holds for all p if and only if the BSD conjecture holds. ¤
5. Appendix: Review of some results on elliptic curves
Here we collect some results on elliptic curves E/Q, which we will need in these
lectures. This section is independent from the rest of the text.
We assume that E is given by a global minimal Weierstraß equation. We denote
by E˜v the reduction of E at a finite place v and by E˜nsv the set of non-singular points
in E˜v. Note that this a group scheme over Fv.
Theorem 6 ([Si] VII 2.1, 2.2, 6.1 and IV 6.4). Let K = Qv or K = Qunrv , then
there are subgroups
E1(K) ⊂ E0(K) ⊂ E(K)
such that E(K)/E0(K) is finite and one has an exact sequence
0→ E1(K)→ E0(K)→ E˜nsv (k)→ 0,
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where k = Fv or k = Fv is the residue field of K. Moreover, E0(K) = E(K) if E
has good reduction and E1(K) = Ê(m) are the points of the formal group associated
to E, where m is the maximal ideal of K. The structure of Ê(m) is as follows: If
the valuation w of K is normalized (i.e., w(K∗) = Z), then the logarithm induces
an isomorphism Ê(mr) ∼= mr for all r > w(p)/(p− 1) and for all r ≥ 1 one has an
isomorphism Ê(mr)/Ê(mr+1) ∼= mr/mr+1.
Lemma 5. For v 6= p one has
TpE
Iv ∼= TpE˜nsv
and an exact sequence
0→ TpEIv 1−Frob
−1
v−−−−−−→ TpEIv → E˜nsv (Fv)⊗Z Zp → 0.
Proof. The sequence in Theorem 6 for K = Qunrv gives
0→ E1(Qunrv )→ E0(Qunrv )→ E˜nsv (Fv)→ 0.
As v 6= p, the group E1(Qunrv ) is uniquely p-divisible so that one has for all n an
isomorphism E0(Qunrv )[pn] ∼= E˜nsv (Fv)[pn]. This implies
TpE0(Qunrv ) ∼= TpE˜nsv (Fv) = TpE˜nsv .
As E(Qunrv )/E0(Qunrv ) is finite, one has TpE0(Qunrv ) = TpE(Qunrv ) and one gets
TpE
Iv = TpE(Qunrv ) = TpE0(Qunrv ) ∼= TpE˜nsv .
This proves the first claim. For the exact sequence, consider the pn-multiplication
on the exact sequence
0→ E˜nsv (Fv)→ E˜nsv (Fv)
1−Frob−1v−−−−−−→ E˜nsv (Fv)→ 0.
Then the snake lemma gives
0→ E˜nsv (Fv)[pn]→ E˜nsv (Fv)[pn]
1−Frob−1v−−−−−−→ E˜nsv (Fv)[pn]→ E˜nsv (Fv)/pnE˜nsv (Fv)→ 0,
as E˜nsv (Fv) is p-divisible. Taking lim←−n gives the desired sequence as Tp applied to
the finite group E˜nsv (Fv) is 0. ¤
Finally, we need to recall Tate’s local duality theorem:
Theorem 7 (see [Mi] I 3.4 and I 3.7). For any place v of Q one has a perfect
pairing
E(Qv)/pnE(Qv)×H1(Qv, E)[pn]→ Qp/Zp.
Proof. For finite v this is [Mi] I 3.4. For v =∞, the result in [Mi] I 3.7 gives
a perfect pairing
pi0(E(R))×H1(R, E)→ Q2/Z2,
where pi0(E(R)) = E(R)/E(R)0. Note that both groups in this pairing are 2-
torsion. This is clear for H1(R, E) and for pi0(E(R)) it follows from the fact that
the trace map E(C) → E(R) is a continuous map of Lie groups, whose image is a
closed connected subgroup of E(R), which contains 2E(R) because this is the image
of E(R) under the trace map. Thus, the image of the trace map is also open in
E(R) and hence equal to E(R)0 and 2E(R) ⊂ E(R)0. As a connected, compact and
commutative Lie group, we have E(R)0 ∼= R/Z, which is divisible. It follows that
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for each prime p, we have pi0(E(R))/pnpi0(E(R)) ∼= E(R)/pnE(R), which proves
the statement in the theorem. ¤
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